Arrays in Visual Basic 6

An array is a collection of simple variables of the same type to which the computer can efficiently assign a list of values. Array variables have the same kinds of names as simple variables. An array is a consecutive group of memory locations that all have the same name and the same type. To refer to a particular location or element in the array, we specify the array name and the array element position number. The individual elements of an array are identified using an index. Arrays have upper and lower bounds and the elements have to lie within those bounds. Each index number in an array is allocated individual memory space and therefore users must evade declaring arrays of larger size than required. We can declare an array of any of the basic data types including variant, user-defined types and object variables. The individual elements of an array are all of the same data type.

Declaring arrays: Arrays may be declared as Public (in a code module), module or local. Module arrays are declared in the general declarations using keyword Dim or Private. Local arrays are declared in a procedure using Dim. Array must be declared explicitly with keyword "As". There are two types of arrays in Visual Basic namely:

Fixed-Size Array: The size of array always remains the same-size doesn't change during the program execution. When an upper bound is specified in the declaration, a Fixed-array is created. The upper limit should always be within the range of long data type.

One Dimension Array: Declaring a fixed-array, if array-Name is the name of an array variable and N is a whole number, then the statement

Dim ArrayName (N) As Var Type

Where, the Dim statement is said to dimension the array and (N) is the range of the array. The array holds either all string values or all numeric values, depending on whether Var Type is string or one of the numeric type names.

For example: Dim Num (5) As Integer

In the above illustration, num is the name of the array, and the number 6 included in the parentheses is the upper limit of the array. The above declaration creates an array with 6 elements, with index numbers running from 0 to 5.

The numbers inside the parentheses of the individual variables are called subscripts, and each individual variable is called a subscripted variable or element. The elements of an array are assigned successive memory locations. The following figure shows the memory location for the array Num(5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num (5)</th>
<th>Num (0)</th>
<th>Num (1)</th>
<th>Num (2)</th>
<th>Num (3)</th>
<th>Num (4)</th>
<th>Num (5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If we want to specify the lower limit, then the parentheses should include both the lower and upper limit along with the To keyword. An example for this is given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dim Num (6) As Integer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Num (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the above statement an array of 10 elements (Num(10)) is declared but with indexes running from 1 to 6.

**Example:** Write a code program to read of one dimensional array A(5). Print the value and position of each element.

\[
A = [2, 4, 5, 6, 1]
\]

**Solution 1:**
Dim A(5) as single
Picture1.cls
Picture1.Print "position": Space (3); "Value of element"
For I=1 To 5
    A(I)= Val(InputBox(""))
Next I
For I= 1 to 5
    Picture1.Print I; Space (11); A(I)
Next

**Solution 2:**
Dim A(5) as single
Picture1.cls
Picture1.Print "position": Space (3); "Value of element"
For I= 1 To 5
    A(I)= Val(InputBox(""))
Next I
For I= 0 to 5
    Picture1.Print I; Space (11); A(I)
Next

**Note:** In solution 2, The type value of array (A) as single, then the default value of A(0)=0. If Type value of array(A) as Variant, then empty value in position A(0).
Example: Suppose A is a one dimension array with 10 elements is entered into listbox. Write a program segment to find the location J such that A(J) contains the largest value in A. Display the Largest value and the location into textboxes.

Solution:
Dim A(10) as single
For I = 1 To 10
    A(I) = Val(list1.list(I - 1))
    Next
    Max = A(I) : P = 1
    For J = 1 To 10
        If A(J) > Max Then
            Max = A(J) : P = J
            EndIf
            Next
        Text1.text = Str(Max)
        Text2.text = Str(P)
    End Sub

Example: Suppose A is a one dimension array with 10 elements is entered into listbox. Write a program segment to create the one dimension array (B) contains the even value in array (A). Display the new array (B) into list box2.

Solution:
List2 Clear
Dim A(10) As Single, B(10) As Single
For I = 1 To 10
    A(I) = Val(List1.List(I - 1))
    Next
    For I = 1 To 10
        If A(I) Mod 2 = 0 Then
            k = I + 1
            B(k) = A(I)
            End If
            Next
        For I = 1 To k
            List2.AddItem Str(B(I))
            Next
        End Sub
Example: Suppose X, Y is linear arrays each with 7 elements into inputbox which element from X and Y in one row respectively. Write a program segment to compute the value of (S) from the following formula. Display the value of (S) into textbox.

\[ S = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2 \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{n} y_j^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i y_i}} \]

Solution:
Dim X(7) As Single, Y(7) As Single
For I=1 To 7
  X(I)= Val(InputBox("X(I)"))
  Y(I)= Val(InputBox("Y(I)"))
Next I
For I=1 To 7
  S1=S1+X(I)^2 : S2=S2+Y(I)^2 : S3=S3 +X(I)*Y(I)
Next I
S= Sqr(S1) * Sqr(S2) / Sqr(S3)
Text1.text=Str(S)
End Sub

Example: Suppose A is a one dimension array with (10) elements. Write a code program which sorts A so that its elements are increasing and sorters into a new array B. Display the origin array (A) and create array (B) into picturebox which element from A and B in one row respectively.
**Solution:**

```vbnet
Dim A(10), B(10)
For I = 1 To 10
    A(I) = Val(InputBox(“A=”)) : B(I) = A
Next
For I = 1 To 9
    For J = I + 1 To 10
        If B(J) < B(I) Then
            D = B(I)
            B(I) = B(J)
            B(J) = D
        EndIf
    Next J
Next I
Picture1.Print A(I); space(4); B(I)
Next
End Sub
```